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Largo Economy Excavator at Work on the Outfall Sewer for Salt Lake City M

J. W. MELLEN, MUNICIPAL CONTRACTOR
llllll LH

An Interesting Interview H
R. R A. HATCH, senior drainage engineer, U. S Department

of Agriculture, recently made a trip of inspection to where
mill this machine is now in operation on the outlet canal of the

main trunk sewer north of the city, and in an interview with a
of the Weekly, he made the following observations:

"I was very much interested in observing the operation of this
machine and I expect to watch its operation further with special
reference to its application to drainage construction problems.

"A great deal of activity along drainage lines is being experienced
at the present time and the indications are that a wonderful develop-

ment will be witnessed in the immediate future Not even the war,
with consequent high prices can stop such development since it is
fundamentally a g movement.

"Drag-lin- e excavators have been used to a considerable extent
in the west for the construction of open drainage canals and they are
particularly adapted to situations where the canals are too small to

float dredges and where the material in the bottom of the canals Is
too soft to support steam shovels.

J "There have been attempts to employ dragline excavators for
tile work but these attempts have not proved satisfactory, the cost

of excavation and backfilling being too high. In most of these cases, HH
relatively small tile have been used, that is to say, tile from IH
to 24-in- in diameter. It has often occurred to me that it might bf ffl
feasible to design a small bucket so that such drains could be in I H
stalled economically by means of drag-line- s The bucket being used f H
by Mr. Mellen is the smallest I have seen used and I shall observe H
the results with a great deal of interest. H

"There seems to be no question but that the machine will prove WA

economical for the work now on hand, including the laying of the H
, h sewer pipe. Mr. John Duder, General Superintendent for Mr. ffl
Mellen, informs me that under ordinary conditions the machine exca- - ,!H
vates about 500 cubic yards per day. This is close to the guarantee i jM
of machines employing buckets and in view of the fact that IH
but one man is required on the machine and that distillate is burned IH
there is every reason to believe that trenching can be done econom- - H
ically in the case of large pipe. iH

"The" cleaning of open drainage canals is an important considera- - JH
tion and the problem has not yet been solved very satisfactorily but IfH
the fact that the wheels of this machine maly be set at right angles
suggests the possibility of satisfactory operation." I
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